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We consider an abstract linear elliptic boundary value problem Au y lu s yf
 .y1F 0 in a strongly ordered Banach space X. The resolvent lI y A of the closed
linear operator A : X ª X is assumed to be strongly positive and compact for all
l ) l , where l denotes the principal eigenvalue of A. We prove that there exists1 1
 .  4 a constant d ' d f ) 0 depending upon f g X _ 0 such that yu s y lI yq
y1 Ê.  .  4A f g X holds for all l g l y d , l . Here, X s x g X : x G 0 de-q 1 1 q
Ênotes the positive cone in X with the topological interior X / B. We also presentq
nearly sharp sufficient conditions for A guaranteeing independence of d ) 0 from
 .y1  .f , i.e., y lI y A is strongly positive for all L g l y d , l . In particular, for1 1
an elliptic Dirichlet boundary value problem, or for a strictly cooperative system of
 .such problems, the strong maximum and boundary point principles for l ) l1
  .yield an anti-maximum principle of Hopf's type for l g l y d , l depending1 1
. p . 2upon f : If 0 F f g L V , N - p - `, and f k 0 in V, a bounded C -domain in
N  .R , then u - 0 in V and ­ ur­n ) 0 on ­ V whenever l g l y d , l . Q 19961 1
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In this article we develop a simple operator-theoretical approach to an
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system of n weakly coupled, second-order elliptic boundary value problems
having the form
N 2 N n­ u ­ ui ik l . k .a x q b x q c x u y lu .  .  .  i i i j j i­ x ­ x ­ xk l kk , ls1 ks1 js1
s yf x in V ; .i
­ ui
a x u q 1 y a x s 0 on ­ V ; i s 1, . . . , n. 1 .  .  . .i i i ­n
Here, V is a bounded domain in R N whose boundary ­ V is of class
2  .C , V s V j ­ V is the closure of V, and n ' n x denotes the exterior0
unit normal to ­ V at x g ­ V. For all i, j s 1, . . . , n, we assume ak l . g0 i
k l .  lk . k . ` .  .  .C V with a s a 1 F k, l F N , b , c g L V , and either a ' 1i i i i j i
 . 1 .on ­ V Dirichlet boundary conditions or else a g C ­ V with 0 F a -i i
 .1 on ­ V Neumann or Robin boundary conditions . Also a uniform
ellipticity condition is assumed. For almost every x g V, the ``coupling''
 .   ..nmatrix C x s c x is assumed to be cooperative and irreducible.i j i, js1
 .  .For instance, this is the case when C x is strictly cooperati¨ e, i.e., c x ) 0i j
p .  .for all i / j. Furthermore, we assume 0 F f g L V with f s f , . . . , fi 1 n
   . 4 .k 0 in V i.e., meas x g V : f x / 0 ) 0 , where N - p - `, and l g R
 . nis the spectral parameter. Finally, u s u , . . . , u : V ª R stands for a1 n
 . 2, p .weak solution of Problem 1 with the components u g W V .i
Let us denote by l g R the principal eigenvalue associated with the1
 .spectral problem 1 , by the Kreõn]Rutman theorem, cf. Cantrell andÆ
w x w xSchmitt 6 or Hess 14 . Then our main result can be stated as follows:
 .There exists a constant d ' d f ) 0 depending upon f such that, for
 .every l g l y d , l and i s 1, . . . , n, we have1 1
­ ui
u - 0 in V ; ) 0 on ­ V 2 .i ­n
 .for the Dirichlet boundary conditions u s 0 on ­ V , andi
u - 0 in V s V j ­ V 3 .i
for the Neumann or Robin boundary conditions.
We prove this result making essential use of the strong maximum and
boundary point principles for l ) l and i s 1, . . . , n cf. de Figueiredo1
w x w xand Mitidieri 8, 9 , Fleckinger, Hernandez, and de Thelin 12 , Protter andÂ Â
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w x w x.Weinberger 21 , or Sweers 25 :
­ ui
u ) 0 in V ; - 0 on ­ V 4 .i ­n
for the Dirichlet boundary conditions, and
u ) 0 in V s V j ­ V 5 .i
for the Neumann or Robin boundary conditions.
 .We stress that in our present result, the constant d ' d f ) 0 does
depend upon the function f. This is the case also in the original paper of
w x  .Clement and Peletier 7 , except for N s 1 when V s a, b ; y` - a - bÂ
- `, and the Neumann or Robin boundary conditions are imposed. In this
exceptional case, we will deduce the independence of d ) 0 from f using
an abstract setting. Our ``resolvent'' approach reveals clearly why in some
cases d must depend upon f, why in other cases it can be chosen
independent from f, and how it can be further specified. Our main idea
can be outlined as follows.
p .Let A denote the closed linear operator in the Lebesgue space L V s
w p .xn  .  .L V induced by the boundary value problem 1 , i.e., A y lI u s yf
p .  .for l g C, the field of all complex numbers. If f g L V and l g D A ,
 .y1the resolvent set of A, then u s lI y A f is the unique weak solution
 . 2, p . w 2, p .xnof 1 in the Sobolev space W V s W V . By the compactness of
2, p 1 .  .  .the Sobolev imbedding W V ¨ C V since p ) N , the domain
 .D A of A is a strongly ordered Banach space, i.e., the positive cone
p Ê .  .  .  .D A in D A ; L V has nonempty topological interior D A . Ifq q
 .y1l ) l , then the resolvent lI y A of A is compact and strongly1
positive, i.e.,
y1 p Ê 4lI y A L V _ 0 ; D A . .  .  . .q q
Thus, the principal eigenvalue l of A is isolated and simple with the1
Ê  .eigenspace spanned by an eigenvector F g D A , by the Kreõn]Rut-Æ1 q
man theorem. Applying the Riesz]Schauder theory, we arrive at the
Laurent series
y1 y1 < <lI y A s l y l P q H l for 0 - l y l - h . 6 .  .  .  .1 1
Here, l g C, h ) 0 is small enough, P denotes the spectral projection
 4  . p . p .onto the eigenspace lin F , and H l : L V ª L V is a holomorphic1
 .  4family of compact linear operators parameterized by l g D A j l ; C.1
p .  .Finally, fix and f g L V with f G 0 a.e. in V 1 F i F n and f k 0 in V.i
Ê  .Thus P f g D A , since P is strongly positive. Consequently, we canq
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 .  .choose d ' d f g 0, h small enough such that
y1 w xH l f F d P f in D A for all l g l y d , l q d . 7 .  .  .1 1
 .  .We deduce from 6 , combined with 7 , that
y1 Êyu s y lI y A f g D A for all l g l y d , l ; .  .  .q 1 1
 .  .i.e., u satisfies the anti-maximum principle 2 or 3 . Moreover, the
 .Laurent series 6 is most suitable for deriving reasonable necessary or
 .sufficient conditions imposed on A for d ) 0 to be independent from f.
This article is organized as follows. In Section 2 we state some well-known
 .spectral properties of Problem 1 which fit to our abstract Laurent series
 .  .6 . In Section 3, Theorem 3.1 see also Corollary 3.2 , we state and prove
our anti-maximum principle for an abstract generalized version of Problem
 .  .1 in the general case when d ' d f ) 0 may depend upon f. In Section
4, Theorems 4.1 and 4.2, analogous, somewhat stronger results are proved
for the case when A is replaced by a strongly positive, compact linear
p . ` .operator T , e.g., a kernel operator T : L V ª L V . Finally, the special
case when d ) 0 is independent from f is investigated in Section 5,
 . Theorem 5.1 a necessary condition for A and Theorem 5.2 a sufficient
.condition for A .
2. PRELIMINARIES FROM SPECTRAL THEORY
We start with some notation. As usual, we denote by R n the n-dimen-
 . < <sional Euclidean space of vectors u ' u , . . . , u with the norm u s1 n
 2 2 .1r2 n  . n 4u q ??? qu , by R s u , . . . , u g R : u G 0, 1 F i F n the1 n q 1 n i
n Ê n nstandard positive cone in R , and by R the topological interior of R inq q
R n. For u, v g R n we define u F v if and only if v y u g R n , u - v if andq
n Ê n 4only if v y u g R _ 0 , and u g v if and only if v y u g R . We writeq q
 . n  .n0 s 0, . . . , 0 g R , d s 1 and d s 0 for i / j, and also I s di i i j i j i, js1
 .n n=nand C s c in R .i j i, js1
Let V be a bounded open set in R N and 1 F p F `. We denote by
p .  .L V the Lebesgue space of all equivalence classes of Lebesgue mea-
surable functions f : V ª R with the norm
1rp¡
p< <f x dx - ` for 1 F p - `; .Hdef  /~ V5 5f sp
< <ess sup f x - ` for p s `. .¢
V
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k , p .Given an integer k G 1, we denote by W V the Sobolev space of all
p .functions f g L V whose all distributional partial derivatives up to the
p .  .order k also belong to L V . Similarly, C V denotes the Banach space
def
5 5 <  . <of all continuous functions f : V ª R with the norm f s max f x ,` V
k .  .and C V is the Banach space of all functions f g C V whose all
classical partial derivatives up to the order k exist, are continuous in V
 .and possess a continuous extension to V. Given any a g 0, 1 , the HolderÈ
a k , a p .  .  .spaces C V and C V are introduced analogously. We write L V
def def defp n k , p k , p n k k nw  .x  . w  .x  . w  .xs L V , W V s W V , and C V s C V ; k s
 .0, 1, 2, . . . . Finally, recalling the boundary conditions in Problem 1 , we set
def1 n 1<C V s v s ¨ , . . . , ¨ : V ª R ¨ g C V satisfies .  .  .B 1 n i
­ ¨ i
a x ¨ q 1 y a x s 0 on ­ V ; i s 1, . . . , n . 8 .  .  . .i i i 5­n
For the purpose of spectral theory, we consider also the canonical com-
plexifications of these spaces without changing our notation. We endow all
these spaces with the natural coordinatewise and pointwise ordering inher-
p . p .ited from L V : If V is a normed linear subspace of L V for u, v g V,
we define
def nu F v in V m u x F v x in R for almost every x g V , .  .
def  4and denote by V s v g V : v G 0 the positi¨ e cone in V. Hence V s Vq q
p Ê .  .l L V . The topological interior of V in V is denoted by V ' Int V .q q q q
 .We impose the following hypotheses on our system 1 :
 . Hypotheses. H1 V is a bounded domain i.e., a bounded connected
. N 1, 1open set in R whose boundary ­ V is of class C , and also N - p - `.
We assume that V satisfies an interior sphere condition at every x g ­ V0
 w x.cf. Gilbarg and Trudinger 13, Section 3.2, p. 33 .
 . k l . k . H2 For all i, j s 1, . . . , n, the coefficients a , b , and c 1 Fi i i j
k l . k . `.  .  .k, l F n are functions satisfying a g C V , b , c g L V , the sym-i i i j
k l .  lk .metry condition a s a in V, and the following uniform ellipticityi i
< < 2 N k l . . < < 2  . Ncondition, c j F  a x j j F c j for j s j , . . . , j g R1 k , ls1 i k l 2 1 N
and x g V, where c and c are constants with 0 - c F c - `.1 2 1 2
 . 1 . 0H3 For each i s 1, . . . , n, we assume a g C ­ V and ­ V s Gi i
j G1 with G0 l G1 s B, where each G0 and G1 is either an empty set ori i i i i
 . Nelse a closed N y 1 -dimensional submanifold of R . We impose the
Dirichlet boundary conditions on G0, i.e., a ' 1 on G0, and the Neumanni i i
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1 1 or Robin boundary conditions on G , i.e., 0 F a - 1 on G . Note that wei i i
0 0 1 1 .may have G / G andror G / G for i / j.i j i j
 .  .H4 For almost every x g V, the ``coupling'' matrix C x s
  ..nc x is assumed to be cooperative and irreducible.i j i, js1
 .Remark 2.1. In Hypothesis H1 , we assume that the boundary ­ V of
V is only of class C1, 1. It is an easy exercise to show that if ­ V is C 2, then
V satisfies an interior sphere condition at every x g ­ V.0
 .n n=nWe recall that a matrix A s a g R is called cooperati¨ ei j i, js1
 .  .strictly cooperati¨ e, respectively if a G 0 a ) 0 holds for all pairsi j i j
i / j, and irreducible if the following condition is satisfied: Given any index
 .pair i, j with i / j, there exists a finite chain of indices i , i , . . . , i g0 1 M
 41, 2, . . . , n such that i s i, i s j, and a / 0 for all m s 1, . . . , M.0 M i imy 1 m
In particular, a strictly cooperative matrix is always cooperative and
irreducible.
Since we assume that ­ V is C1, 1 and p ) N, the Sobolev embedding
k , p ky1, a .  .W V ¨ C V is continuous for 0 F a F 1 y Nrp and compact
w xfor 0 F a - 1 y Nrp; k s 1, 2, cf. Gilbarg and Trudinger 13, Chap. 7 .
We set
def2, p 2, p 1W V s W V l C V . 9 .  .  .  .B B
2, p . 2, p .Thus, W V is a closed linear subspace of the Sobolev space W VB
n  .consisting of all R -valued functions v s ¨ , . . . , ¨ whose each compo-1 n
2, p 1 .  .  .nent ¨ g W V ¨ C V satisfies the boundary conditions in 1 . It isi
easy to check that
2, p 2, p 1Int W V s W V l Int C V / B, .  .  . .  .B B Bq q
1 1 . w  .. xand a vector-valued function v g C V belongs to Int C V if andB B q
only if
­ ¨ i1 0¨ ) 0 in V j G , - 0 on G ; i s 1, . . . , n. 10 .i i i­n
 .With the boundary value problem 1 we associate a linear operator
p . p .  . 2, p .A: L V ª L V with the domain D A s W V defined byB
def 2, pAv s Lv q Cv ' L ¨ , . . . , L ¨ q Cv for v g W V , 11 .  .  .1 1 n n B
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p . p .  .where each L : L V ª L V i s 1, . . . , n is defined byi
N 2 N­ w ­ wdef k l . k .L w x s a x q b x in V ; .  .  .  . i i i­ x ­ x ­ xk l kk , ls1 ks1
­ w
2, pa x w q 1 y a x s 0 on ­ V ; w g W V , 12 .  .  .  . .i i ­n
and
nn
def
Cv x s C x v x s c x ¨ x .  .  .  .  .  . i j j /
js1 is1
for x g V , v g L p V . 13 .  .
w x wBy Agmon, Douglis, and Nirenberg 1 or Gilbarg and Trudinger 13, Chap.
x  .9 , each L i s 1, . . . , n is a densely defined, closed linear operator ini
p .  .y1  .L V , and its resolvent lI y L with l g C exists and satisfiesi
My1
p5 5 < <lI y L F for Re l y l ) yg Im l , 14 .  .  .  .BL .i 0< <l y l0
5 5 pfor some constants g ) 0, M ) 0, and l g R. Here, ? denotes theBL .0
 p ..operator norm in B L V , the Banach algebra of all everywhere de-
p .fined, bounded linear operators in L V . The real and imaginary parts of
 .  .a complex number z g C are denoted by Re z and Im z , respectively.
 p ..Notice that C g B L V . Consequently, we take advantage of the resol-
 w x.vent identity cf. Kato 17, Chap. IV, Section 4, p. 196
y1y1y1 y1 y1
lI y A s lI y L y C s lI y L I y C lI y L .  .  .  . .  .
15 .
 p ..in B L V to conclude that
M Xy1 X X
p5 5 < <lI y A F for Re l y l ) yg Im l , 16 .  .  .  .BL . X 0< <l y l0
X  . X Xwhere g g 0, g is arbitrary and M ) M and l ) l are some con-0 0
X 5 5 pstants depending solely upon g , g , M, C and l .BL . 0
We summarize these operator-theoretical results in the following well-
 w x w xknown lemma cf. 1 or 13, Chap. 9 .
 .  .  .  .LEMMA 2.1. Let the hypotheses H1 , H2 , H3 , and H4 be satisfied.
p . p .Then the linear operator A: L V ª L V is densely defined and closed.
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 X . X <  . < p .Furthermore, if l g C with Re l y l ) yg Im l , f g L V and u g0
2, p .  . W V , then u is a weak solution of Problem 1 if and only if u s lI yB
.y1A f.
Taking advantage of this lemma, from now on we will formulate all our
 .results for Problem 1 in terms of the operator A. The following proposi-
w  . xtion overlaps with a result due to Sweers 25, Proposition 3.1 ii , p. 258 .
 .  .  .  .PROPOSITION 2.2. Let all hypotheses H1 , H2 , H3 , and H4 be
 X . X <  . <satisfied. Assume l g C with Re l y l ) yg Im l . Then the restric-0
2, p .  .y1tion to W V of the resolent lI y A is a compact linear operatorB
 . 2, p . 2, p . YR l : W V ª W V . Moreo¨er, there exists a constant l GB B 0
 X 4 Y  .y1max l , 0 such that, for e¨ery l ) l , the resol¨ ent lI y A is strongly0 0
 .y1 w 2, p .. xpositi¨ e, i.e., we ha¨e u s lI y A f g Int W V for e¨ery f gB q
p  .  4L V _ 0 .q
 .y1Proof. Since the resolvent lI y A is a bounded linear operator
p . 2, p . 2, p . p .from L V onto W V , and the embedding J: W V ¨ L V isB B
 .  .y1  2, p ..compact, then so is the operator R l s lI y A J g B W V .B
 .Let us fix any k g R such that k G yc x for a.e. x g V andq i i
 .   ..ni s 1, . . . , n. Then the matrix k I q C x s kd q c x has onlyi j i j i, js1
nonnegative entries and is irreducible, for almost every x g V, by Hypoth-
 .  .esis H4 . We conclude from 15 that the resolvent series
y1y1y1 y1
lI y A s l q k I y L I y k I q C lI y L .  .  .  . .  .
` my1 y1s l q k I y L k I q C lI y L 17 .  .  .  . . 
ms0
 p .. Yconverges absolutely in the operator norm of B L V , for every l ) l ,0
Y  X 4 p .where l G max l , 0 is sufficiently large. Here, given any g g L V ,0 0
y1 2, p 1 .  .  .the function ¨ s lI y L g belongs to W V ¨ C V and satisfiesi
 .the boundary conditions for the ith equation in 1 ; i s 1, . . . , n. Further-
p  .  4more, if g g L V _ 0 , then ¨ satisfies alsoq
­ ¨
1 0¨ ) 0 in V j G ; - 0 on G ,i i­n
by the strong maximum and boundary point principles for weak solutions
w x  w x.due to Bony 5 see also P.-L. Lions 18 and clearly stated in ClementÂ
w xand Peletier 7, Lemma 1, p. 220 . Notice that V satisfies the interior
 .sphere condition at every point on ­ V, by Hypothesis H1 . In particular,
 .y1 w p  .  4xnthe resolvent lI y L maps the cartesian product L V _ 0 intoq
w 2, p .. xInt W V . We combine this result with the nonnegativity and irre-B q
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 .  . ducibility of the matrix k I q C x a.e. x g V cf. Bermann and Plem-
w x w xmons 4 and Protter and Weinberger 21, Chap. 3, Section 8, p. 192 , or
w x.  . .y1wSweers 25 , thus obtaining that the operator l q k I y L k I q
. .y1 xm C lI y L is strongly positive, for every m G m m G 1 large0 0
. p  .  4enough : Given any f g L V _ 0 , the vectorq
my1 y1mv s l q k I y L k I q C lI y L f .  .  . .
 . m p  .  .satisfies 10 . Since also v g L V for all m G 0, we deduce from 17q
Yy1 .that lI y A is strongly positive, for every l ) l .0
 .Remark 2.2. For the Dirichlet boundary value problem 1 , the cooper-
 .ativeness and irreducibility hypothesis H4 in Proposition 2.2 can be
w xsomewhat relaxed. For instance, Mitidieri and Sweers 20, Section 6
 .consider the system 1 with the ``coupling'' matrix of the form C s A y
 .nB ' a s b where both A and B are assumed to be cooperativei j i j i, js1
throughout V and the conclusion of Proposition 2.2 is assumed to hold for
C s A.
 .3. AN ANTI-MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE WITH d ' d f
 .By Proposition 2.2, the partial differential operator A defined in 11
satisfies the following abstract setting:
 .A1 V is an ordered Banach space; i.e., V is a real Banach space
5 5  .endowed with a norm ? and a partial order relation ``F '' which isV
closed and compatible with the linear space structure on V. We denote by
def Ê 4  .V s ¨ g V : ¨ G 0 the positi¨ e cone in V and by V ' int V itsq q q
topological interior in V.
 .A2 X is a strongly ordered Banach space; i.e., X is an ordered
5 5Banach space endowed with a norm ? and an order relation ``F '' suchX
Êthat X / B. Moreover, we assume that X is a dense subset of V and theq
embedding J: X ¨ V is compact and order-isomorphic; i.e., X s X l V .q q
 .  .A3 A: V ª V is a closed linear operator with the domain D A s
 .y1X ¨ V whose resolvent lI y A : V ª V exists and is strongly positi¨ e
for all l ) l , where l g R is a constant,0 0
y1 Ê 4lI y A V _ 0 ; X . .  .q q
 .In particular, A is densely defined with compact resolvent, by A1 and
 .A2 .
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We set
def y1
l s inf m g R : lI y A g B V exists for every l ) m . 18 .  .  . 41
 .  .Hence y` F l F l - q`, by A3 . We recall that B V denotes the1 0
Banach algebra of all everywhere defined, bounded linear operators in V
5 5with the operator norm ? .BV .
The following theorem generalizes an anti-maximum principle due to
w x  .Clement and Peletier 7, Theorem 1, p. 222 for n s 1}a single equationÂ
w  . x and Sweers 25, Theorem 3.2 ii , p. 259 for n G 1]an irreducible cooper-
.ative system .
 .  .  .THEOREM 3.1. Let all hypotheses A1 , A2 , and A3 be satisfied. Then
 .l defined by 18 is an isolated, simple eigen¨alue of A with the eigenspace1
Ê  4spanned by an eigen¨ector w g X . Furthermore, gi¨ en any f g V _ 0 , we1 q q
ha¨e the following strong maximum and anti-maximum principles, respec-
ti¨ ely:
y1 Ê .  .SMP lI y A f g X for e¨ery l ) l , andq 1
 .  .AMP there exists a constant d ' d f ) 0 depending upon f such
that
y1 Êy lI y A f g X for e¨ery l g l y d , l . .  .q 1 1
In our proof of Theorem 3.1 below we need a few standard notions and
X  :facts. We denote by V the strong dual space of V and by ? , ? the
X  .duality between V and V . The dual or conjugate operator of A is
denoted by AX. Note that AX: V X ª V X is closed, but not necessarily densely
 .  .  .defined. We denote by s A the spectrum of A and by D A s C_s A
 w x.the resolvent set of A cf. Yosida 28, Chap. VIII, Section 1 . Then
 .  X.  .y1 .X  X.y1  .s A s s A and lI y A s lI y A for all l g D A s
 X. w xD A , by Phillips' theorem 28, Chap. VIII, Section 6 . Moreover, the
 .y1  X.y1resolvent lI y A is compact if and only if lI y A is compact, by
w x  .  < <Schauder's theorem 28, Chap. X, Section 4 . As usual, r T s sup z : z
 .4  .g s T denotes the spectral radius of T g B V .
Our proof hinges upon a strongly positive spectral projection rather than
w xthe Fredholm alternative used in 7, 25 .
Proof. From the resolvent equation
y1 y1 y1 y1
mI y A y lI y A s l y m mI y A lI y A .  .  .  .  .
for l, m g D A , .
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 .we deduce that the Taylor series in m y l g C
y1y1 y1 y1
mI y A s lI y A I y l y m lI y A .  .  .  . .
`
m ymy1s lI y A l y m lI y A 19 .  .  .  .
ms0
 . < <converges absolutely in the operator norm of B V , whenever m y l ?
 .y1 .r lI y A - 1. Taking
1
l ) l , 0 - l y m - ,1 y1r lI y A . .
 .we obtain from 19 that
y1 y1
lI y A is strongly positive « mI y A is strongly positive. .  .
 .  .y1Combining this result with A3 , we obtain that lI y A is strongly
positive for every l ) l , i.e., SMP holds true.1
 .y1Notice that the linear operator lI y A : V ª X is also continuous
and the embedding J: X ª V is compact. We apply the Kreõn]RutmanÆ
 w x w x.theorem cf. Schaefer 23, Appendix, Section 2.4, p. 265 or Takac 26 toÂÆ
Ã Ã y1 .  .any compact linear operator R l s lI y A J: X ª X, for a fixed
Ã Ã y1 . .l ) l , to conclude that r lI y A is an isolated, simple eigenvalue of1
Ã y1 Ê .lI y A with the eigenspace spanned by an eigenvector w g X .1 q
 wCombining this result with the spectral mapping theorem cf. Yosida 28,
x.Chap. VIII, Section 7 , we deduce that l is an isolated, simple eigenvalue1
Êof A with the eigenspace spanned by the same eigenvector w g X .1 q
Finally, to prove AMP, we apply the Reisz]Schauder theory cf. Yosida
w x.28, Chap. X, Section 5 , thus arriving at the Laurent series
y1 y1 y1
lI y A s l y l P q lI y A I y P .  .  .  .1 1
< <for 0 - l y l - h . 20 .1
Here, l g C, h ) 0 is small enough, P denotes the spectral projection
 4  .y1  .onto the eigenspace lin w , and the resolvents l y A g B V form1 1 1
a holomorphic family of compact linear operators parameterized by l g
 .  .  4  .D A s D A j l . The operator A : V ª V with the domain D A1 1 1 1 1 1
 .  .  .s I y P D A denotes the restriction of A to V s I y P V, a closed1
linear subspace of V of codimension one. Therefore, it suffices to choose
any h ) 0 such that
< <l g C : l y l - h ; D A . 21 4  .  .1 1
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The projection P is strongly positive since
defX X :Pf s w m w f s f , w w for f g V . 22 .  .1 1 1 1
The vector wX g V X spans the eigenspace associated with the simple1
X X  X :eigenvalue l of the dual operator A in V , and w , w s 1. Moreover,1 1 1
X X  X :  4w g V is strictly positive; i.e., ¨ , w ) 0 for all ¨ g V _ 0 by Schae-1 1 q
w xfer 23, Appendix, Section 3.2, p. 270 .
Ê 4  .Now fix any f g V _ 0 . Thus Pf g X by 22 . Consequently, we canq q
 .  .choose d ' d f g 0, h small enough such that
y1 y1 w xlI y A I y P f F d Pf in X for all l g l y d , l q d . .  .1 1 1
23 .
 .  .It is now easy to deduce from 20 combined with 23 that
y1 y1 y1 Êy lI y A f s l y l Pf y lI y A I y P f g X .  .  .  .1 1 q
 .for all l g l y d , l ; i.e., AMP is valid. We have proved Theorem 3.1.1 1
Remark 3.1. In Theorem 3.1, instead of assuming J: X ª V compact,
it suffices to assume that the embedding J is continuous and lI y
.ym 0A : V ª V is compact for some integer m G 1. This follows directly0
from the proof of Theorem 3.1.
 .COROLLARY 3.2. In Theorem 3.1, assume dim V - `, the dimension of
 .V. Then X s V and the constant d ' d f ) 0 can be chosen independent
 4from f g V _ 0 :q
 .UAMP There exists a constant d ) 0 such that
y1 Ê 4y lI y A V _ 0 ; V for e¨ery l g l y d , l . .  . .q q 1 1
 .  .Proof. Fix any h ) 0 satisfying 21 . Making use of 23 , given any
 4  .f g V _ 0 , we denote by d f the largest number d ) 0 satisfying d Fq
hr2 and
y1 y1 w xlI y A I y P f F d Pf in V for all l g l y d , l q d . .  .1 1 1
24 .
 .  4  .It is obvious that the function d: f ¬ d f : V _ 0 ª 0, ` is lower semi-q
continuous:
 4f , f g V _ 0 , f ª f in V n ª ` « d f F lim inf d f . .  .  .n q n n
nª`
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 .Thus, d has a minimum d s min d ¨ ) 0 over the compact set¨ g K
 5 5 4  4  .  .K s ¨ g V : ¨ s 1 ; V _ 0 . We employ 20 and 24 , thus obtain-Vq q
ing
y1 y1 y1 Êy lI y A f s t l y l P¨ y lI y A I y P ¨ g V .  .  .  .1 1 q
 . 5 5  4for all l g l y d , l and f s f ¨ ' t¨ g V _ 0 . We have provedV1 1 q
UAMP.
Remark 3.2. A nonlinear version of our Theorem 3.1 has been proved
w x  . w x  .in Fleckinger et al. 10 for n s 1 and 11, Section 2 for n G 1 by
 .completely different methods. There, in analogy with Problem 1 , strictly
 .cooperative systems with a p y 1 -homogeneous nonlinearity involving
 .the Dirichlet p-Laplacian are considered 1 - p - ` .
Æ  .4. A KREIN]RUTMAN SETTING WITH d ' d f
 .Another important application of the Luarent series 20 is the following
 .analogue of our Theorem 3.1 where A: D A ; V ª V is replaced by a
strongly positive, compact linear operator T : X ª X as in the classical
 w xKreõn]Rutman theorem cf. Schaefer 23, Appendix, Section 2.4, p. 265 orÆ
w x.Takac 26 . Of course, we may assume that T is a strongly positive,ÂÆ
bounded linear operator T : V ª X instead; then TJ: X ª X is compact
and strongly positive. For instance, T can be the period map or PoincareÂ
.operator for a time-periodic cooperative system of parabolic partial differ-
w x w xential equations; we refer to Beltramo and Hess 3 and Hess 15 for
numerous examples thereof. Moreover, even delay can be incorporated
 w xinto such systems cf. Smith 24 for cooperative systems of functional
w xdifferential equations and Martin and Smith 19, Section 1, pp. 3]15 for
.cooperative parabolic systems of such equations .
 .THEOREM 4.1. Let X be a strongly ordered Banach space and T g B X
 .positi¨ e, i.e., T X ; X . Assume that, for some integer m G 1, the powerq q 0
m0 m0 Ê .   4.T g B X is compact and strongly positi¨ e, i.e., T X _ 0 ; X .q q
def
 .Then the spectral radius l s r T of T is an isolated, simple eigen¨alue of T1
Êwith the eigenspace spanned by an eigen¨ector w g X . Furthermore, gi¨ en1 q
 4any f g X _ 0 , we ha¨e the following analogues of strong maximum andq
anti-maximum principles, respecti¨ ely:
y1 Ê .  .SMP lI y T f g X for e¨ery l ) l , andq 1
 .  .AMP there exists a constant d ' d f ) 0 depending upon f such
that
y1 Êy lI y T f g X for e¨ery l g l y d , l . .  .q 1 1
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 .Proof. The Taylor series in l g C
`
y1 y1 ym m < <lI y T s l l T for l ) l s r T 25 .  .  . 1
ms0
 .converges absolutely in the operator norm of B X . It follows that
 .y1lI y T is strongly positive for all l ) l . Moreover, l is an isolated,1 1
simple eigenvalue of T with the eigenspace spanned by an eigenvector
Ê m0w g X , by the Kreõn]Rutman theorem applied to T and combinedÆ1 q
with the spectral mapping theorem.
The remaining part of this proof is similar to the proof of Theorem 3.1.
 .The following ``negative'' result gives the constant d ' d f ) 0 from
 4Theorem 4.1 no chance to be independent from f g X _ 0 , providedq
T : V ª X is bounded, strongly positive and V is an infinite-dimensional
 . AL-space. X need not be dense in V. An AL-space abstract Lebesgue
w x.space, cf. Schaefer 22, Chap. II, Definition 8.1, p. 112 is a Banach lattice
5 5V whose norm ? is additive on the positive cone V :V q
5 5 5 5 5 5¨ q w s ¨ q w for all ¨ , w g V .V V V q
w xBy Kakutani's representation theorem 22, Chap. II, Theorem 8.5, p. 114 ,
 .every AL-space is isomorphic as a Banach lattice with some Lebesgue
1 . space L m and vice versa m is a positive regular Borel measure on a
.locally compact Hausdorff space V .
THEOREM 4.2. Let X be a strongly ordered Banach space continuously
and order-isomorphically embedded into an AL-space V, i.e., X ; V with
J: X ¬ V continuous and X s X l V . Assume that T : V ª V is an e¨ery-q q
  . .where defined, positi¨ e linear operator i.e., T V ; V such that, forq q
some integer m G 1, the power T m0 : V ª X is bounded and strongly positi¨ e0
m0 Ê 2 m0   4 .  .i.e., T V _ 0 ; X . Then T g B V , T : V ª V is compact, andq q
def  .the spectral radius l s r T is an isolated, simple eigen¨alue of T with the1
Êeigenspace spanned by an eigen¨ector w g X . Furthermore, the following1 q
three statements are equi¨ alent:
 .i There exists a constant d ) 0 such that
y1 Ê 4y lI y T V _ 0 ; X for all l g l y d , l . .  . .q q 1 1
 .ii There exists a constant d ) 0 such that
y1y lI y T V ; V for all l g l y d , l . .  .  .q q 1 1
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 .  .iii dim V - `, the dimension of V.
 . wProof. We have T g B V , by Schaefer 22, Chap. II, Theorem 5.3,
xp. 84 .
Next we claim that J: X ¨ V is weakly compact. Indeed, fix any
Êb g X / B; thusq
def
5 5 4B b; j s x g X : x y b F j ; X . XX q
for some j ) 0. Setting y s x y b and z s "y, we then obtain
def
5 5 w x  4 4B 0; j s y g X : y F j ; yb, b s z g X : yb F z F b . X XX
defw x  4; yb, b s ¨ g V : yb F ¨ F b .V
w xBy the Dunford]Pettis criterion 22, Chap. II, Proposition 8.8, p. 118 ,
w xyb, b is a weakly compact set in V , and so is the weak closure of theV
 .ball B 0; j . Hence, J: X ¨ V is weakly compact as claimed. In particu-X
lar, the operator JT m0 : V ª X ¨ V is weakly compact; we write T m0 s
m0 wJT : V ª V. Another Dunford]Pettis theorem 22, Chap. II, Section 9.9,
x 2 m0Corollary 1, p. 128 then implies that T : V ª V is compact, and so is
3m0  .  .y1T : V ª X. It follows from the Taylor series 25 that lI y T is
strongly positive for all l ) l . Moreover, l is an isolated, simple1 1
 .eigenvalue of T g B X with the eigenspace spanned by an eigenvector
Ê 3m0  .w g X , by the Kreõn]Rutman theorem applied to T J g B X andÆ1 q
combined with the spectral mapping theorem.
 .  .  .Now we are ready to prove the equivalence of i , ii , and iii .
 .  .i « ii is trivial.
 .  .ii « iii We start with the identity
defy1 y1y1 y1lI y T s l I q T lI y T s l I y S l .  .  .
for l g D T . 26 .  .
 .  x  .y1 .Assuming ii is valid with some d g 0, l , i.e., y lI y T V ; V1 q q
 .  .for all l g l y d , l , we deduce from 26 that1 1
2 m0f F S l f F ??? F S l f for all f g V , l y d - l - l . .  . q 1 1
27 .
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Since T 2 m0 : V ª V is compact, also the operator
2 m02 m y1 y2 m2 m0 00S l s yT lI y T s T lI y T : V ª V .  .  .
 .must be compact for each l g l y d , l . We combine this fact with1 1
 .  .27 to conclude that the identity operator I g B V is weakly compact, by
w xthe Dunford]Pettis criterion 22, Chap. II, Proposition 9.8, p. 118 . Hence,
2 wI s I is compact, by another Dunford]Pettis theorem 22, Chap. II,
x  wSection 9.9, Corollary 1, p. 128 . Then Riesz' theorem cf. Yosida 28,
x.  .Chap. III, Section 2 forces dim V - ` as desired.
 .  .iii « ii follows from Corollary 3.2.
Theorem 4.2 is proved. .
5. A UNIFORM ANTI-MAXIMUM PRINCIPLE
In this section we investigate the special case when d ) 0 is independent
from f. We will work within the same abstract framework for the operator
 .  .  .A as in Section 3, i.e., we assume that A1 , A2 , and A3 are satisfied.
 .We take system 1 as a model problem for formulating necessary and
 .sufficient conditions for A: D A s X ; V ª V, guaranteeing indepen-
 4dence of the constant d ) 0 from f g V _ 0 . We begin with the specialq
 .form of 20 ,
y1
z l q z I y A s P q z R z for all z ) yh , 28 .  .  . .1 1
where h ) 0 is small enough, with
def defy1
R z s l q z I y A I y P , z s l y l . 29 .  .  .  . .1 1 1 1
 .Recall that A : V ª V s I y P V is defined by A ¨ s A¨ for ¨ g1 1 1 1
 .  .  .  .  .D A s I y P X ; hence l g D A . Notice that R z , for z g D A1 1 1 1 1
 .y l , is a pseudo-resolvent in B V satisfying the resolvent equation1
 w x.Yosida 28, Chap. VIII, Section 4 .
 .We denote by B V, X the Banach space of all everywhere defined,
bounded linear operators T : V ª X endowed with the operator norm
5 5  . 5 5 5 5? . By A2 , we can renorm V andror X so that x F xBV , X . V X
 .x g X , and consequently, we have
5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5 5ST F S T F S TBV , X . BV , X . BV . BV , X . BV , X .
;S, T g B V , X . .
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 .In particular, B V, X is a Banach algebra and an algebraic ideal in
 .  .B V . The order relation in the Banach algebra B V is defined by
def
S F T in B V m T y S V ; V m Sf F Tf in V for all f g V . .  .  .q q q
 .  .  .Hence B V, X s B V, X l B V .q q
 .   ..Remark 5.1. Given any T g B V, X m T G 0 in B V, X , weq
 .  .denote by B V, X ; T the closure in B V, X of the set
S g B V , X : yg T F S F g T for some g g R . 4 . q
 .Clearly, B V, X ; T is a closed linear subspace of the ordered Banach
 .  .  .space B V, X . Moreover, if T g B V, X and S g B V, X satisfyj q j
yg T F S F g T for some g g R , j s 1, 2, then also yg g T T Fj j j j j j q 1 2 1 2
S S F g g T T , by1 2 1 2 1 2
1g g T T " S S s g T " S g T q S .  .1 2 1 2 1 2 1 1 1 2 2 22
1q g T . S g T y S G 0. .  .1 1 1 2 2 22
2  .  .In particular, if T s T G 0 in B V, X , then B V, X ; T is a Banach
 .subalgebra of B V, X .
A necessary condition can be formulated as follows.
 .  .  .THEOREM 5.1. Let the hypotheses A1 , A2 , and A3 be satisfied.
Assume that there exists a constant d ) 0 such that
y1
l q z I y A F 0 for all z g yd , 0 . 30 .  .  . .1
 .  .Then the pseudo-resol¨ ent R z defined in 29 satisfies the inequalities1
y10 F z l q z I y A . .1
mms P q z R z F 2 P q z R z yz R yz 31 .  .  .  . .1 1 1
 .for all 0 / z g yd , d and m s 0, 1, 2, . . . . In particular, we ha¨e
R z g B V , X ; P for all z g yd , ` . 32 .  .  .  .1
 .  .  .Proof. We combine A3 and 30 with 28 to obtain
P q z R z G 0 for all z g yd , d . .  .1
 .  . 2Consequently, making use of PR z s R z P s 0 and P s P G 0, we1 1
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arrive at
m m
P q z R z s P q z R z G 0 .  .1 1
for all z g yd , d , m s 0, 1, 2, . . . . 33 .  .
We iterate the resolvent equation
R z s R yz y 2z R z R yz .  .  .  .1 1 1 1
m times to get
z R z s y yz R yz q 2z R z yz R yz .  .  .  . .  .1 1 1 1
m
mkky1 ms y 2 yz R yz q 2 z R z yz R yz .  .  . .  . 1 1 1
ks1
for all z g yd , d , m s 1, 2, 3, . . . . 34 .  .
 .  .  .Now we apply 33 to 34 , thus obtaining the desired inequalities 31 :
y10 F z l q z I y A s P q z R z .  . .1 1
m
mky1 mF P q 2 P q 2 z R z yz R yz .  . . 1 1 /
ks1
mms 2 P q z R z yz R yz .  . .1 1
for all 0 / z g yd , d , m s 0, 1, 2, . . . . .
 .  .To prove 32 we first derive the following inequality from 31 ,
1 2 m y 1 my P F R z F P q R z y2z R yz .  .  . .1 1 1z z
1
for all 0 - z - , m G 1rz .
5 54 sup R yj . BV .0 F j F z 1
 .  .Letting z ª 0 q we obtain R 0 g B V, X ; P . Namely, we have1
15  .5  .  .  .y 2z R yz - and P, R z g B V, X with R z continuousBV .1 1 12
at z s 0. Finally, set
E s z g yd , ` : R z g B V , X ; P . 4 .  .  .1
 .  .Clearly, E is nonempty and closed in yd , ` ; D A y l . To show that1 1
E is also open in R, pick an arbitrary point z g E and consider the Taylor0
series
` 1kk < <R z s R z z y z R z for z y z - . .  .  .  . .1 1 0 0 1 0 0 r R z . .1 0ks0
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 .  . < <   ..Then R z g B V, X ; P for each z g R with z y z - 1rr R z , by1 0 1 0
 .  .Remark 5.1 above. It follows that E s yd , ` ; i.e., 32 holds true. We
have proved Theorem 5.1.
 .Motivated by 32 , we now formulate a sufficient condition
 .  .  .THEOREM 5.2. Let the hypotheses A1 , A2 , and A3 be satisfied.
Assume that
yg P F R 0 F g P for some constant g ) 0. 35 .  .1
Then there exists another constant d ) 0 such that
y1 Ê 4y l q z I y A V _ 0 ; X for all z g yd , 0 . 36 .  .  . .  .1 q q
Proof. Iterating the resolvent equation we obtain the Taylor series
` 1kk < <R z s R 0 yz R 0 for z - . 37 .  .  .  .  . .1 1 1 r R 0 . .1ks0
 .  .Similarly as in 33 , 35 yields
m mmg P q "R 0 s g P " R 0 G 0 .  .1 1
and
mmq1mq1g P y "R 0 s g P . R 0 g P " R 0 G 0 .  .  .1 1 1
 .for each m s 0, 1, 2, . . . . Applying these inequalities to 37 we arrive at
` ` gzmm m mz R z s y yz R 0 G y yz g P s y P .  .  .  . . 1 1 1 q gzms1 ms1
def    .. 4for 0 F yz - d s 1rmax r R 0 , g . Consequently, we have1
y1
z l q z I y A s P q z R z .  . .1 1
gz 1
G P y P s P for 0 - yz - d .
1 q gz 1 q gz
Ê  4.  .Since P V _ 0 ; X , we have just proved 36 .q q
In order to show applicability of Theorems 5.1 and 5.2 from above to
 .System 1 and also somewhat more general problems, we restrict our-
selves to the case when the ordered Banach spaces V and X are contained
in some vector lattice of all measurable, almost everywhere finite functions
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V ª R defined on a nonempty set V endowed with a finite nonnegative
measure m on a s-algebra S of subsets of V. Under a finite nonnegative
measure on S we mean a countability additive function of sets m: S ª R ;q
 .  .hence m V - `. We call the triple V, S, m briefly a finite measure
 .  .space. As usual, if V , S , m j s 1, 2 are two finite measure spaces, wej j j
 .denote by V = V , S m S , m m m their product space. Recall that1 2 1 2 1 2
1 . 1 . 1 .the tensor product L m m L m is dense in L m m m . The reader1 2 1 2
w x w xis referred to Schaefer 22, Chap. II, Exercise 23, p. 149 or Yosida 28 for
p . p .details about the Lebesgue spaces L m ' L V, S, m . We have
w p .xX pX . w . X  xL m s L m for every p g 1, ` with its conjugate p g 1, ` de-
fined by 1rp q 1rpX s 1.
More precisely, we assume that V and X satisfy the following hypothe-
 X .  X .  X .ses A1 , A 2 , and A 3 which are much stronger than the corresponding
 .  .  .hypotheses A1 , A2 , and A3 :
 X . p . w p .xn w p .xnA1 V s L m s L m ' L V, S, m for some 1 F p - `,
 .n G 1 an integer, and V, S, m a finite measure space.
 X . ` .A 2 X is a strongly ordered Banach space, X ; L m ; V, X is
dense in V, and the embedding J: X ¨ V is continuous and order-isomor-
phic, i.e., X s X l V .q q
 X .  .  .XA 3 A: V ª V satisfies A3 and is symmetric; i.e., Ax s AJ x
 .  .X X Xfor all x g D A s X, where AJ : V ª X denotes the dual operator of
` . p . pX .AJ: X ª V. Notice that X ; L m ; L m l L m .
 .Then the necessary condition 31 from Theorem 5.1 can be strength-
ened in the following way which is much closer to the sufficient condition
 .35 .
 X .  X .  X .THEOREM 5.3. Let the hypotheses A1 , A 2 , and A 3 be satisfied.
 .Assume that there exists a constant d ) 0 such that 30 holds true. Then, for
X  .e¨ery d g 0, d , there exists another constant c ) 0 such that
y10 F z l q z I y A s P q z R z F cP .  . .1 1
for all 0 / z g yd X , d X . 38 .  .
Before starting our proof of Theorem 5.3 we recall the following facts.
ÊFix any e g X and consider the setq
def` 1V e ' L m ; e s v g L m : yj e F v F j e for some j g R . .  .  . 4q
 .  .Then V e is a lattice ideal in V, the embeddings J : X ¨ V e ande
 . q .  .  .J : V e ¨ L m 1 F q F ` are continuous, and V e is an AM-spaceq
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with unit e and the norm
def
5 5  4v s inf j g R : yj e F v F j e for v g V e . .e q
 wAn AM-space abstract maximum-normed space, cf. Schaefer 22, Chap. II,
x. 5 5Definition 7.1, p. 101 is a Banach lattice E whose norm ? satisfies theE
axiom
5 5 5 5 5 5 4  4max ¨ , w s max ¨ , w for all ¨ , w g E .E E E q
w x  .  r . s ..Given any pair r, s g 1, ` , let L r, s ' L L m , L m denote the
r .Banach space of all densely defined, bounded linear operators T : L m ª
s . 5 5L m with the operator norm ? .L r , s.
X  .  X X.Proof. Fix any d g 0, d . Let 0 / z g yd , d and set
y1 `S ' S z s J J l q z I y A : V ª X ¨ V e ¨ L m . .  .  .  . .` e 1
 . X < 1 1 .Thus S g L p, ` , and the restriction T s S to L m of the dualL  m .
X w ` .xX X  X .operator S : L m ª V of S belongs to L 1, p . Since A is symmetric,
so is S, i.e., Sv s SX v for all v g V. Hence T X s S, and therefore we may
 X.  .view T as an operator T g L 1, p l L p, ` with the norms
5 5 X 5 5 < <T s T F Nr z , 39 .1, p p , `
 X X.where the constant N ) 0 is independent from z g yd , d , z / 0.
We wish to apply the complex interpolation theory in order to show
m  .  .T g L 1, ` for some integer m ' m p G 1 depending only upon p.
 wBy the Riesz]Thorin interpolation theorem cf. Triebel 27, Section
x.1.18.7, Theorem 1, p. 135 , we have
T g L r , s l L r , s « T g L r , s 40 .  .  .  .0 0 1 1 u u
with
5 5 5 51yu 5 5uT F T T ,L r , s . L r , s . L r , s .u u 0 0 1 1
where
1 F r , r , s , s F `, 0 F u F 1,0 1 0 1
1 1 y u u 1 1 y u u
s q , s q .
r r r s s su 0 1 u 0 1
X  . X  .If p s 1 and p s `, then T g L 1, ` . If 1 - p F p m 1 - p F 2 , then
2  . X  .T g L 1, ` . So assume p - p. Take u s 1r p y 1 - 1; then
1 1 y u u 1 1 y u u
s q , s q Xr p 1 s ` pu u
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yield r s pr2 and s s p. Hence,u u
XXT g L pr2, p l L p , pr2 , .  . .
XXwhere p s pr p y 1 - pr2 s pr p y 2 . .  .  .
2  .   .X.  .X We obtain T g L pr2, ` l L 1, pr2 . If 1 - pr2 F pr2 m 2 - p
. 4  2 .2  .  .XF 4 , then T s T g L 1, ` . Now assume pr2 - pr2 and repeat
the process indicated above for pr2 and T 2 in place of p and T ,
 ky1.X ky1respectively. Repeating this process k-times until pr2 - pr2 , but
k  k .X  k kq1. 2 kq 1  2 k .21 - pr2 F pr2 m 2 - p F 2 , we arrive at T s T g
 . m  .  .L 1, ` . We have shown T g L 1, ` for some m ' m p G 1 depending
 .  .only upon p. Notice that 39 at 40 yield
mm5 5 < <T F Nr z . 41 . .L1 , `.
 . .y1  . w . .y1 xXFrom l q z I y A g B V, X and l q z I y A g1 1
 X X.  . .y1   .. XB X , V we obtain R s J l q z I y A g B V, V e and R ge 1
w  .xX X.B V e , V , and therefore also
XXm 1 `U s RT R : V e ª L m ª L m ª V e .  .  .  .
wis a bounded linear operator. Next we apply a result from Schaefer 22,
xChap. IV, Section 8, Example 5, p. 284 to conclude that U is a kernel
operator, i.e.,
X
Uv x s K x , y v y dm y for m-a.e. x g V , v g V e . .  .  .  .  .  .H
V
42 .
 .n n=nThe matrix-valued kernel K s k : V = V ª R has entries k gi j i, js1 i j
` .  .  .L m m m ; i, j s 1, . . . , n. Moreover, we have k x, y s k y, x andi j ji
< < 5 5 Xk x , y F U e x e y .  .  .BwV e.x , V e..i j i j
for m m m -a.e., x , y g V = V . 43 .  .  .
` . 1 . wThe embedding L m ¨ L m is weakly compact, cf. 22, Chap. II,
x m  ` ..Section 9, Example 5, p. 129 . Thus, also the operator T g B L m is
2 m  ` ..weakly compact, and consequently, T g B L m is compact, by the
w xDunford]Pettis theorem 22, Chap. II, Section 9.9, Corollary 1, p. 128 . We
 .apply the Kreõn]Rutman theorem to the compact operator l q z I yÆ 1
.y2 my1  .A J J g B X to conclude that l is an isolated, simple eigenvalue` e 1
X  4of both A and A with the same eigenspace lin F , by symmetry. The1
Ê y1 .eigenvector F s F F g X satisfies j e F F F j e for some1 1, 1, . . . , 1, n s 1
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 .  :j g 0, ` . We require also F , F s 1, so that P s F m F is the1 1 1 1
 4spectral projection onto lin F . Hence, P is a kernel operator with the1
 .n n=nmatrix-valued kernel P s p : V = V ª R defined by its entriesi j i, js1
 .  .  .p x, y s F x F y .i j 1, i 1, j
 .  .  . mq 2We combine 42 with 43 and 41 to conclude that ykP F z U F
 .  X X.kP in B V for some constant k ) 0 independent from z g yd , d ,
z / 0. Consequently, we have shown
mq 2mq2 y10 F P q yz R yz s yz l y z I y A F kP .  . .  .1 1
 X X.for all 0 / z g yd , d . Combining these inequalities with
y1
P q z R z s z l q z I y A G 0, .  . .1 1
we arrive at
mq 20 F P q z R z yz R yz .  . .1 1
mq 2s P q z R z P q yz R yz .  . .1 1
X XF k P q z R z P s kP for all 0 / z g yd , d . 44 .  .  .1
mq 2 .  .  .We insert 44 into 31 , thus obtaining 38 with c s 2 k as desired.
w xRemark 5.2. In Mitidieri and Sweers 20 the Dirichlet boundary value
 .problem 1 is considered. Their method uses the Green's function. Lemma
w x5.4 in 20 contains a result similar to our Theorem 5.1. Furthermore,
w xTheorem 4.2 and Lemma 5.3 from 20 may be combined with our
Theorem 5.1 to render an alternate proof of our Theorem 5.3 for the
 .Dirichlet system 1 .
We illustrate Theorems 5.1, 5.2, and 5.3 with the following two examples
 .  .  .  .concerning Problem 1 . We assume that all hypotheses H1 , H2 , H3 ,
 .and H4 stated in Section 2 are satisfied, and in addition, we impose also
the following symmetry condition:
N k l .­ aik .b s , c s c in V ; k s 1, . . . , N ; i , j s 1, . . . , n.i i j ji­ xlls1
45 .
p . p .  . 2, p .The operator A: L V ª L V with the domain D A s W V isB
 .  X .  X .  X .defined by 11 . It is obvious that A1 , A 2 , and A 3 hold true.
 .  .EXAMPLE 5.1. Given any l g D A , let G x, y; l denote the Green's
 .  .  .function associated with Problem 1 , i.e., G x, y; l , for x, y g V = V,
 .y1  p ..is the kernel of the resolvent lI y A g B L V .
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 .Assume that the uniform anti-maximum principle 30 is valid with some
X  .  .constant d ) 0. Then, for any fixed d g 0, d , 38 implies
0 F z G x , y ; l q z F cF x F y for a.e. x , y g V = V .  .  .  .i j 1 1, i l , j
for all i , j s 1, . . . , n; 0 / z g yd X , d X . 46 .  .
1 ` .  . Since also F g C V , we must have 0 F z G ?, ? ; l q z g L V =1 B i j 1
.  w xV . Consequently, neither N G 3 Ancona 2 and Hueber and Sieveking
w x.  w x.16 nor N s 2 Zhao 29 can be the case. This forces n s 1, i.e.,
 .  . V s a, b ; y` - a - b - q`, whence 0 F z G ?, ? ; l q z g C V =1
.  .V . Moreover, by 46 , on the diagonal x s y and i s j we have
20 F z G x , x ; l q z F c F x for all x g a, b , .  .  .i i 1 l , i
i s 1, . . . , n; 0 / z g yd X , d X . 47 .  .
 .Standard computations show that 47 cannot be valid if the Dirichlet
boundary condition u s 0 at x s a or x s b is imposed for some i cf.i
w x.Clement and Peletier 7, Section 1, p. 219 .Â
On the other hand, if N s 1 and for every i s 1, . . . , n the Neumann or
Robin boundary conditions at both endpoints x s a and x s b are im-
 .posed, then also the sufficient condition 35 is easily satisfied; so we may
 .apply Theorem 5.2. For n s 1 a single equation , this result is due to
w xClement and Peletier 7, Theorem 3, p. 226 .Â
Our second example involves fractional powers of the operator yA. The
w xreader is referred to Yosida 28, Chap. IX, Section 11 for a definition and
basic properties of fractional powers of closed operators.
EXAMPLE 5.2. Replacing A by A y l I if necessary, we may assume1
 .  .ul F 0. Given any u g 0, 1 , the fractional power yA of yA satisfies1
w  .xKato's formula 28, Chap. IX, Section 11, Eq. 6 :
`
usin up t .y1u y1
lI q yA s tI y A dt .  . . H 2 u 2up l y 2lt cos up q t .0
for every l ) 0. 48 .
The integral on the right-hand side converges as a Bochner integral in
 p ..  .  .B L V , by 16 . The domain D A of the closed linear operatoru
def u p pA s y yA : L V ª L V .  .  .u
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is the complex interpolation space,
p 2, p 2u , pD A s L V , W V s H V .  .  .  .u B Bu
for u g 0, 1 , 2u y 1rp / integer, .
w  .by Triebel 27, Section 1.15.3, Eq. 1 , p. 103, combined with Section 4.3.3,
 . xEq. 7 , p. 321 . Here
ndef def2u , p 2u , p 1 2u , p 2u , pH V s H V l C V with H V s H V , .  .  .  .  .B B
2u , p . wwhere H V is the Bessel-potential space defined in 27, Section 4.3.3,
x 1, 1Definition 2, p. 320 . Since we assume that ­ V is C , the Sobolev
2u , p 1, a .  .embedding H V ¨ C V is compact for 0 F a - 2u y 1 y Nrp;
w  . xcf. 27, Section 4.6.1, Eq. 6 , p. 328 . Equivalently, we must have
1 N
u ) and p ) .
2 2u y 1
 .  X .  X .  X .It follows from 48 that also A satisfies A1 , A 2 , and A 3 in place ofu
A.
 .  .  .Given any l g D A , let G x, y; l , for x, y g V = V, denote theu u
  .u .y1  p ..kernel of the resolvent lI q yA g B L V .
 .Assume again that the uniform anti-maximum principle 30 is valid with
A in place of A, for some constant d ) 0. Similarly as in Example 5.1,u
 .  .Eqs. 46 and 47 with G in place of G, we arrive at N s 1 and theu
Neumann or Robin boundary conditions at both endpoints x s a and
x s b.
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